
SESSION 01: ARE WE REALLY COMMUNICATING?

The single most powerful and transformative ingredient in dialogue is the intention to 
understand.
           – Marshal Rosenberg

BEING AWARE OF OUR VIEW/ CULTIVATING OUR INTENTION

How we see things informs how we relate to them. We always have a point of view and an intention that 
causes us to communicate. Both expressing our view and pushing on our intention may interfere with 
mindful communication. Mindful Communication requires an examination of that intention and a 
fundamental shift in our context regarding the experience of different views, conflict, and a shift in our 
habitual response towards other human beings and perhaps towards all of life.

When our point of view is unexamined that can lead to:

• Having a different point of view being a problem
• Conflict (win/loose, agree/disagree, right/wrong, bad/good)
• Inability to listen or value others

When our point of view is examined and known as a point of view that can lead to:

• Different views occurring as a natural phenomenon
• Conflict resolution (win/win and a ground for growth)
• Leaving others feeling valued and that they matter

Our subconscious intentions often are:

• to blame/ guilt trip, 
• to make wrong, 
• to protect or defend and or 
• to coerce/ manipulate.

Our  created intentions can be to:

• Pause and acknowledge our hidden motivations (what we want out of the conversation)
• Be aware of the belief that is behind our speaking 
 (what we believe about the situation or person)
• Uncover our strategies in communication (how we go about getting what we want)
• Identify others’ as well as our needs and when we can to meet them 
 (why we want what we want)
• Look for the true feelings in our and in another’s communication and expressing our needs 
 responsibly by expressing our true feelings
• Be mindful of authentic vs. in-authentic emotions
• Be empathetic (and aware of the possible obstacles to our intention to be Empathetic)
• And finally the one we are working on today:

Empathic Reflection: To have the intention to have received all of what the other person has been 
communicating (need, feelings, communication/commitment) and check to see that we did so, AND to 
make sure that we have successfully communicated all that we needed to communicate (need, feelings, 
communication/commitment)
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 Communication + Mindfulness   =   Radical shift in INTENTION

When we reflect what we are hearing and check if it’s accurate, we can “complete a cycle” of 
communication. This ensures that ‘message sent’ equals ‘message received,’ and often leads to a 
feeling of settling or alignment. When we offer empathic reflection first, others are more likely to 
have the space to listen to us and make room for our communication to be heard and understood 
completely.

Practice

Practice being in communication. Practice it mindfully at least a few times a day with people in your 
life and practice it with your buddy once a day. Write what you noticed in your journal. At least twice 
this week practice the analytical meditation we did during our last class on the nature of our Self-
Cherishing Ego.


